The Filharmonic Swings By Twelve3south
Studio
TIPP CITY, Ohio, April 9, 2014 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The doors at
twelve3south Studio are always open to artists who are looking to make some
music, even if they stop in at a moment’s notice. The Tipp City, Ohio music
studio, which is owned by producer and performer Donnie Reis, hosted The
Filharmonic, of NBC’s “The Sing Off” Season 4 earlier this month when the upand-coming a cappella group stopped in to lay down a few tracks for an
upcoming EP.
The young Filipino-Americans from Southern California just happened to swing
by a few hours before Reis left to play at South by Southwest with singersongwriter Caroline Glaser.
“We were getting ready to go to Austin, Texas later that day when I got a
call from Sound Engineer Bryan Farina, who wanted to bring the guys up to
record a few tracks,” said Reis. “He asked if we had the time, and I said,
‘We’ve always got time for artists.'”
The Filharmonic were currently in the middle of the 31-city “The Sing-Off
Tour” that included other Season 4 groups “Home Free” and “VoicePlay.” The
tour had stopped in southern Ohio when the six Los Angelinos decided to pay
twelve3south a visit.
“We had an off day in Cincinnati and twelve3south was only an hour away,”
said Farina. “I knew Donnie was a top-notch dude, and I knew he would take
care of business for these guys.”
Farina and Reis spent time touring together last year with Atlantic Records’
a cappella sensation “Straight No Chaser” (SNC). Farina was the front-of-thehouse engineer for SNC, while Reis and Glaser were their opening act.
While at the studio, The Filharmonic recorded three tracks for their upcoming
EP.
“We loved having the guys up at the studio,” said Reis. “They’re supertalented and a lot of fun to have around. I’m happy they took the time come
visit us… even if it was at the very last minute!”
More about twelve3south and Donnie Reis:
Twelve3south is one of the professional music industry’s newest premier
recording studios, owned and operated by producer, composer, songwriter, and
multi-instrumentalist Donnie Reis. Check out the website at
http://www.twelve3south.com/ for more info.
More about The Filharmonic:
The Filharmonic is a boy band unique in their musical talent and cultural

diversity. The group consists of six members: Vocalists VJ Rosales, Joe
Ilagan, Trace Gaynor, and Barry Fortgang, Vocal Bass Jules Cruz, and
Beatboxer Niko Del Rey. Their melodic vocal style exemplifies an urbanesque
hip hop sound with 90’s nostalgia. Please check them out at
http://www.thefilharmonic.com/ for more info.
Photo Caption: The Filharmonic is a boy band unique in their musical talent
and cultural diversity.
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